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AbstractTechnological progress facilitates recording and col-14

lecting information on vehicles’ GPS trajectories on public15

roads. The intelligent analysis of this data leads to the identi-16

fication of extremely useful patterns when making decisions17

in situations related to urbanism, traffic and road congestion,18

among others. This article presents a GPS trajectory cluster-19

ing method that uses angular information to segment the tra-20

jectories and a similarity function guided by a pivot. In order21

to initialize the process, it is proposed to segment the region22

to be analyzed in a uniform way forming a grid. The obtained23

results after applying the proposed method on a real trajecto-24

ries database are satisfactory and show significant improve-25

ment in comparison with the methods published in the bibli-26

ography27
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1. Introduction30

The growing use of GPS devices and the evolu-31

tion in the transportation field, demand increasingly32

efficient techniques for data analysis and decision-33

making. Intelligent transportation systems process34

large amounts of GPS trajectory data generated from35

vehicles on the roads in real time [1,2,3]. The collected36

data must be analyzed to convert them into knowl-37

edge in order to use them as support data in decision-38

making. The detection of traffic congestion, anoma-39

lous patterns in traffic that help to predict accidents and40

the evaluation of the performance of main roads and41

avenues are some of the main application scenarios.42

As part of data processing, intelligent transportation43

systems use different algorithms to group GPS trajec-44

tories based on different criteria [4,5,6]. The bibliogra-45

phy discusses several methods that perform clustering46

based on data segmentation and the similarity calcula-47

tion of these segments. There are different approaches48

to evaluate the similarity between segments of trajecto-49

ries according to the type of object and context consid-50

ered. In the case of GPS trajectories, the function must51

take into account the underlying graph of the road net-52

work and the graphs connectivity or compliance with53

the sequence order [7].54

Among the most used similarity functions in the lit-55

erature [8] are network-limited distance and distances56

based on shape and warping. For the purposes of this57

paper, shape-based distance measurements are of inter-58

est as they seek to identify the geometric characteris-59

tics of trajectories by emphasizing their shape. Among60

the shape-based distance measurements, this article61

uses the Hausdorff distance defined in [9] as the dis-62

tance between sets of vectors and in [10] for the se-63

quence of vectors.64

This paper is organized as follows: section 2 an-65

alyzes some previous work that has sought to solve66

this problem, section 3 describes the proposed method,67

section 4 details the tests carried out and the obtained68
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results and finally section 5 contains the conclusions1

and future lines of work.2

2. Previous works3

Clustering techniques aim to bring together ele-4

ments with common characteristics using a descriptor5

or centroid associated with each group. Conventional6

solutions operate on numerical vectors and use a dis-7

tance measurement to quantify the similarity between8

pairs of elements.9

Literature proposes solutions to perform trajectory10

clustering that adapt conventional clustering algo-11

rithms emphasizing on the information representation,12

as well as the distance measurement to be used. Such is13

the case of the Tra-DBscan algorithm [11], which indi-14

cates a way to apply the classic DBscan clustering al-15

gorithm [12] to group GPS trajectories. This algorithm16

indicates how to segment the trajectories into sections17

and then, use the Hausdorff distance for sets of line18

segments defined in [13] as a metric to establish their19

similarity. This metric takes into account the perpen-20

dicular, angular and parallel distance of the different21

locations that make up the segments of the trajectories.22

On the other hand, TRACLUS is a GPS trajectory-23

clustering algorithm defined in [14] that uses the24

same similarity metric for trajectory sections as TRA-25

DBscan, but it indicates a clearer strategy for partition-26

ing trajectories taking into account angle variations be-27

tween different locations. With the partitioning strat-28

egy used, not all connected sets can become clusters.29

In [15] the ATCGD algorithm was proposed, which30

is composed of 3 phases called partitioning, mapping31

and clustering. In the partitioning phase, the MDL par-32

titioning method (AD-MDL) is applied based on the33

average angular difference of each segment. In the sec-34

ond phase, the trajectory segments are mapped into35

the corresponding cells and in the clustering phase,36

a DBscan-based algorithm is used to group the seg-37

ments. Its application on different trajectory databases38

showed a significantly better performance than the one39

obtained using TRACLUS algorithm. In view of the40

good results achieved, it is considered extremely use-41

ful to use perpendicular, parallel and angular distance42

measurements in the representation of the different lo-43

cations that make up each trajectory.44

In [16] an algorithm was formulated for the detec-45

tion of passengers boarding and disembarking points46

in taxis. For the clustering stage the GADBSCAN al-47

gorithm was used, which is an adaptation of the DB-48

scan algorithm specifically designed to work with this49

type of data. For the trajectory selection, a weighted50

tree was incorporated which takes into account factors51

such as distance, driving time and vehicle speed.52

Regarding the trajectories partitive clustering, an al-53

gorithm to group GPS trajectories using a variant of54

the Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) algorithm was proposed in55

[17]. An important aspect of this work is the proposal56

to partition GPS trajectories using a method based on57

the line segments angle that, according to the authors,58

reduces the loss of local information. Regarding clus-59

tering itself, K-means++ based on Hausdorff to pro-60

duce initial centroids, and a Lagrange-based method to61

improve clustering were used. The results of this pro-62

posal were measured on GPS trajectories in real-world63

taxis.64

Based on the aforementioned researches, it can65

be stated that the analysis of GPS trajectory seg-66

ments has shown better results for trajectory cluster-67

ing; therefore, the present research proposes a trajec-68

tory method based on the classical K-means basic clus-69

tering method, which uses the analysis of trajectory70

segments to construct a segmentation method. The71

Hausdorff distance is used as similarity metric and as72

contribution of the research, the clustering process is73

described with the particularity of being guided by a74

pivot. The method proposed in this article includes the75

detailed description of the trajectories segmentation76

method and the form of initializing the centers.77

3. 3. GPS trajectories clustering method78

A GPS trajectory is defined by a set of geographic79

locations, each of which is represented by its lati-80

tude and longitude. In other words, the ith trajec-81

tory is of the form TRi = (Pi1, Pi2, · · · , Pis) be-82

ing each location Pij a vector of the form Pij =83

(latitudij , longitudij).84

The GPS trajectory clustering method proposed85

in this research uses the K-means basic method for86

clustering, the Hausdorff distance as similarity metric87

and the pivot concept for centroid recalculation. The88

method has a trajectory segmentation component and89

a sub-trajectory clustering component. The first one90

divides GPS trajectories into sub-trajectories charac-91

terized by no significant changes in direction, which92

favors its analysis. The second proposed component93

is the sub-trajectory clustering component, which ana-94

lyzes the sub-trajectories obtained in the previous com-95
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ponent and groups them using the K-means basic al-1

gorithm from a given criterion.2

An important aspect of any clustering technique is3

the proper initialization of the initial centers. In this4

case, it is proposed to make a grid of the plane that5

covers all the sub-trajectories. The Hausdorff distance6

is used as similarity measure between sub-trajectories.7

As a result, the proposed method returns the list of8

clusters formed.9

3.1. GPS trajectory segmentation10

GPS trajectory segmentation is the first component11

of the proposed method and it aims to create segments12

integrated by GPS points that share a common feature.13

The objective here is to identify segments that, in their14

composition, do not contain sudden, abrupt or signif-15

icant direction changes, thus maintaining a stable ori-16

entation. To do this, the angles that each line segment17

forms with the reference plane will be calculated and18

compared in order. Angle values exceeding 180 de-19

grees will be expressed as the difference between 36020

degrees and the obtained value. In this way, all the an-21

gles of the trajectory will be expressed by values be-22

longing to the interval [−π, π].23

Given the ith trajectory TRi = (Pi1, Pi2, · · · , Pis),24

the segmentation process begins by calculating the an-25

gle α formed by the line segment joining Pi1 and Pi2,26

registering them as the first two points of the first sub-27

trajectory. The angle α is taken as a reference of the28

direction of the sub-trajectory to be formed. Then the29

angle determined by the line segment joining Pi2 and30

Pi3 is calculated and compared with α. If the differ-31

ence between the two angles is below a threshold value32

previously defined, also called angular tolerance, then33

point Pi3 is added to the sub-trajectory and the process34

continues with the next point. If not, the sub-trajectory35

is ended, added to the sub-trajectories list and a new36

sub-trajectory is started by calculating a new value of37

the reference angle. This process is repeated until all38

angles of the trajectory have been analyzed. As a re-39

sult, a list formed by the different segments of the orig-40

inal trajectory will be obtained, which becomes the in-41

put of the GPS sub-trajectories clustering method.42

3.2. GPS sub-trajectories clustering43

Once obtained the sub-trajectories list, a partitive44

clustering is carried out using a winner-take-all style45

algorithm where first, the examples are assigned to the46

nearest centroids and then the centers are updated.47

Algorithm 1 Pseudocode of the proposed method
Input: Trajectory T = (P1, P2, · · · , Pn) formed by
GPS locations and the THRESHOLD value repre-
senting the angular tolerance.
Output: The list of sub-trajectories L
Process
Calculate the alpha angle determined by P1 and P2.
Add P1 and P2 to the sub-trajectory.
for i= 3 to n do

Calculate the beta angle determined by Pi−1 and
Pi.

if (beta - alpha) < THRESHOLD then
Add Pi to the sub-trajectory.

else
// sub-trajectory is finished
Add sub-trajectory to L
Calculate the alpha angle determined by Pi

and Pi+1.
Initiate a new sub-trajectory formed by Pi

and Pi+1.
i = i+ 1

end if
end for
return L

This research proposes the use of a grid to define ini-48

tial centroids. For this purpose, the area covered by the49

trajectories is divided into uniformly distributed sec-50

tors. In each sector, 4 centroids are defined dividing it51

in 8 equal parts. The first centroid cuts the sector in half52

and the remaining 3 do the same, increasing the angle53

by 45 degrees each time. With these initial positions,54

the objective is to detect the different inclinations that55

can appear in the groups of sub-trajectories. The as-56

signment of sub-trajectories to the centroids is per-57

formed using the Hausdorff distance defined for line58

segments [9]. Once this step has been completed, the59

centroids are recalculated.60

Figure 1 represents the centroid recalculation pro-61

cess using the pivot where T1, T2 and T3 represent the62

trajectories and P1 represents the first point of the pivot63

to be analyzed. The calculation of the distance of all64

points of the trajectory T1 to point P1 is made using65

the Euclidean distance, and the point with the shortest66

distance, denoted asA1, is selected. This point is taken67

as a reference to calculate the distance of all the points68

of the trajectory T2 to point A1. As a result of this op-69

eration, the point with the shortest distance is selected70

and denoted as B1, this point is taken as a reference71

to calculate the distance of all the points of the trajec-72
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tory T3 to B1 and the point with the shortest distance1

is selected, denoted as C1. This process is carried out2

for all the trajectories and the analyzed information is3

stored in the form of (A1, B1, C1 · · · , Z1). This infor-4

mation allows the calculation of the mean value of the5

stored data for longitude and latitude, thus construct-6

ing the first point, called NP1, of the new centroid.7

The remaining points of the centroid are calculated in8

the same way but starting at the remaining points of9

the pivot (P2, P3, P4, · · · , Pn).10

The process of calculation and recalculation of the11

centroid may contain serious errors if a randomly se-12

lected trajectory would be used as the chosen trajec-13

tory to start the analysis, and it was a trajectory with14

very few points, in other words, the least similar tra-15

jectory of the group. In order to avoid or reduce these16

errors, it is proposed to use the pivot (plotted according17

to the characteristics of the trajectories that make up a18

group) as initial trajectory or guide, to perform the cal-19

culations of the points of the new centroid, as shown20

in Figure 1.21

The pivot plotting is constructed taking into account22

two important aspects of all the trajectories that make23

up a group: the displacement of the group of trajec-24

tories, determining whether the pivot will be plotted25

vertically or horizontally, and the mean value of the26

amount of points of all the trajectories in the group.27

4. Results28

The proposed method was used to identify travel29

patterns in taxi trajectories registered in the city of30

Beijing, China. The choice of the base is due to the31

fact that Beijing is the fourth most populated city in32

the world, with a population density of approximately33

21.7 million people. This data set consists of 2738534

line segments and 71375 GPS locations and it has been35

previously used in [17], research that was briefly de-36

scribed in 2.37

As a result of applying the segmentation method de-38

scribed in section 3.1 to the original data (71375 lo-39

cations) approximately 100 sub-trajectories were ob-40

tained. Each sub-trajectory was formed by approxi-41

mately 700 locations of the form (latitude, longitude)42

and the threshold used for the difference between an-43

gles was 5 degrees. The difference between the num-44

ber of line segments obtained by the authors of the pa-45

per [17] and those obtained in the present investigation46

lies in the segmentation method used. The objective47

of the research is to evaluate the clustering method in48

a profound way, so it is decided to continue with the49

execution of the method, having as input the obtained50

sub-trajectories.51

To initialize the centroids, the area covered by the52

trajectories was divided using a regular grid. Although53

in this case, the selection of the place where the grid54

was located was made based on the trajectories, carto-55

graphic information referring to the distribution of the56

most important circulation routes of the place can also57

be used, thus making the method independent of the58

input data.59

Figure 2 shows the location of the centroids, which60

indicate the usual circulation zones using k = 20. To61

measure the performance of the proposed method, the62

pbm-index was used as indicated in [17,18]. This in-63

dex is calculated from the product of three factors: the64

proportion of groups formed, a factor that quantifies65

the cohesion of the groups, and the greatest distance66

between pairs of centers. The higher the value obtained67

in this index, the better the clustering. The obtained re-68

sults are displayed in Table 1, alongside the results ob-69

tained by other classical methods of the literature such70

as: K-means, K-median, Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) and71

FCML defined in [17].72

As can be seen in table 1, the pbm-index metric val-73

ues obtained by the proposed method are better than74

the values proposed in the bibliography. The main rea-75

son for the improvement of the results lies in the ini-76

tialization of the centroids and the way to update the77

centroids position from this initial information.78

5. Conclusions and future work79

A GPS trajectory clustering method that uses angu-80

lar information to identify sections with stable orienta-81

tion and a pivot-based clustering technique have been82

presented. The proposed method segments GPS trajec-83

tories into shorter trajectories, called sub-trajectories,84

so that do not contain sudden, abrupt or significant85

changes in direction. For this purpose, a previously de-86

fined threshold is used, which constitutes a parameter87

of the proposed method. The initial pivots are evenly88

distributed within a grid applied over the area of inter-89

est.90

The results obtained by applying the proposed91

method to a database of real trajectories have been92

satisfactory. Current work aims to improve the per-93

formance of the distance measurement used to as-94

sign sub-trajectories to centers. In the future, it would95

be interesting to have a real-time visualization of the96
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Figure 1. Representation of the centroid recalculation process using a pivot

Figure 2. Representation of results for k = 20

Table 1

Comparison between experimental data from the bibliography and
the current research

Values K-means K-median FCM
FCML

Proposed method[17]

K = 20
Maximum 0.07237 0.07639 0.080722 0.09033 0.466803
Mean 0.059763 0.0615 0.08001 0.086792 0.19846
Minimum 0.045748 0.046031 0.07909 0.086792 0.120109
K = 40
Maximum 0.053466 0.054535 0.062047 0.066194 0.233402
Mean 0.047736 0.045803 0.060685 0.067674 0.075338
Minimum 0.040186 0.027937 0.060046 0.067124 0.044605

changes that occur in the centroids as new trajectories1

are added.2
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